
ARC 231: Early Medieval Churches         Due: Tuesday, Nov. 21 at noon 
 
Directions 
 
In a group of four, conduct a Vitruvian analysis of an assigned building, and consider its context and 
accuracy of the term “Romanesque” as applied to it. Deliver results in a five-page PDF. 
 
A “Vitruvian analysis” considers the three criteria of judgement outlined in De Architectura (firmitas, 
utilitas, and venustas). To investigate your building, you may use conventional research materials like 
books, but for sake of time in-class, online sources are acceptable. (As always, vet your sources.) Finally, 
contextualize your building within the historical trends we have studied in the last half of the semester, 
considering the establishment of building traditions in the particular place that you study. Caution: do 
not be misled by later additions to your building: focus on its early medieval timeframe. 
 
Each group should prepare for class by studying the location of your building, considering its 
indigenous/vernacular traditions, as well as developments that may tie it to Roman developments—
recognizing that “Roman” encompasses many centuries of structural, aesthetic, and social conditions. 
Additionally, since you will have a church, consider the timing and conditions under which Christianity 
established its own traditions in that place. With this background prepared for Tuesday, you will 
complete this project during the time allotted in class, when your specific building will be assigned. A 
PowerPoint template is provided to ease the formatting of the project. Use this to generate your PDF. In 
it, preserve words that do not have italics/asterisks and change the rest. Although you are not required 
to maintain its overall format, recognize that a visually glorious, but incomplete, project will not achieve a 
very high mark.) The best projects will be posted online as content eligible for the last exam.  
  
Requirements 
 

•   One PDF, comprising five slides that address the issues described in the template 
•   List of sources 

 
Submit the PDF directly to JAmundson@JudsonU.edu by the due date. The body of the email should 
include all project members’ names and the list of sources you used for your content (text and images). 
 

 


